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In the past three year we have studied the physics of electron magnetohydrodynamics (EMHD) in plasmas. In
particular, this research deals with time-varying magnetic fields interact with electrons only. Ions are unmagnetized
and form a stationary background population. Space charge electric fields are created when magnetic forces on
electrons try to cause charge imbalances. When magnetic forces act on the electrons it creates space charge imbalances.
The space charge electric and magnetic forces nearly balance to keep the plasma quasi neutral. The interaction between
magnetic fields and electrons occurs in a fundamental mode, the whistler mode. Linear theory predicts that whistlers
can only propagate below the electron cyclotron frequency.

When the time-varying wave magnetic field exceeds the background magnetic field the whistler mode becomes
highly nonlinear since the wave dispersion depends on the total magnetic field. There exists no theory for such
whistler modes. The present experimental work is the first one to explore this regime of nonlinear whistlers.

Nonlinear whistlers are created by inducing plasma currents with oscillating magnetic loop antennas. When the
loop magnetic field Bloop opposes the ambient field B0 a field-reversed configuration is created. When Bloop adds to
B0 a mirror is produced. The antenna field excites waves propagating both along and opposite to B0 away from the
antenna. The field-reversed configuration excites a wave packet, termed a whistler spheromak , since it has the same
vortex topology as an MHD spheromak. The twist of the field lines is a result of the field convection by the toroidal
electron flow which makes the toroidal current. The twist is right-handed for the whistler propagating along B0 and
left handed for propagation opposite to B0. Thus, the total helicity remains zero, consistent with no helicity injection
by a simple loop antenna.

The whistler mirrors also exhibit twisted field lines with the same helicity signs as the spheromaks. When the
antenna field oscillates it sheds in alternate half cycles whistler spheromaks and mirrors. These modes have different
propagation and damping characteristics. The result is that a sinusoidal antenna field generates highly nonsinusoidal
waves in the plasma. These have been investigated in detail and the following results were found: Whistler spheromaks
propagate slower than linear whistlers, whistler mirrors propagate faster than linear whistlers. Thus, whistler mirrors
overtake spheromaks at some distance from the antenna. Wave-collisions have been studied. Counter-propagating
linear whistlers just propagate through each other without interaction. Collisions of whistler mirrors are similar. But
the head-on collisions of two whistler spheromaks is inelastic. The two wave packets merge, cancel their poloidal field
and form a stationary field-reversed configuration (FRC) without helicity.

When the axis of the loop antenna is inclined with respect to B0 the topology loses its axial symmetry. The toroidal
null line degenerates into two 3D null points. The case of a loop orthogonal to B0 has been studied in detail. The
excited waves are still nonlinear but carry no closed null lines which are crucial for producing energetic electrons.

When whistler spheromaks are excited the toroidal current flows mainly in the toroidal null line. It is only carried
by electrons since ion currents and displacement currents are negligible. A change in the poloidal (axial) magnetic
field induces a toroidal electric field which drives the current. Magnetic energy is dissipated and converted into
electron kinetic energy. This process is called magnetic reconnection in 2D geometries, which are simplifications for
theoretical convenience but rarely occur in nature. A crucial aspect of reconnection is its rate, determined by the
electron collisionality. Regular Coulomb collisions can rarely account for the observed reconnection rates. In the
present experiments we have also observed fast reconnection and explained it by electron transit time damping in
the finite-size null layer. Electrons move faster than a whistler spheromak, hence transit through the toroidal null
line where they are freely accelerated. The transit time is essentially the collision time but no particle collisions are
required. Strong electron heating and visible light emissions are only observed in whistler spheromaks and FRCs but
not in mirrors or asymmetric configurations lacking magnetic null lines.

The collisionless electron energization in a toroidal null line usually produces non-Maxwellian distributions. Off
the null axis electrons gain more perpendicular than parallel energy. Distributions with T⊥ > T|| lead to whistler
instabilities which have been observed. A whistler spheromak is a source of high-frequency whistler emissions. These
are usually small amplitude whistlers propagating in a complicated background magnetic field. The waves are emitted
from a moving source. High frequency whistlers propagate faster than the spheromak, thus partly move ahead of it
and partly in the reverse direction. In test wave experiments wave growth opposite to the direction of the hot electron
flow has been observed, confirming that Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonance instabilities account for the emission
process.

Propagating whistler mirrors produce no significant instabilities except when they interact with other fields which
exhibit null lines. For example, a whistler mirror has been launched against a stationary FRC, resulting in strong
FRC heating and whistler instabilities. In the whistler mirror configuration the antenna near-zone field produces a
toroidal null line outside the coil which can also become a source for whistler emissions.
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Finally, nonlinear EMHD research has been extended to initially unmagnetized plasmas where a new
nonlinear skin depth has been discovered. When a small-amplitude oscillating magnetic field is applied to a plasma
the field penetration is governed by the skin depth, collisional or collisionless depending on frequency, collision fre-
quency and plasma frequency. However, when the magnetic field increases the electrons become magnetized and
the field penetration occurs in the whistler mode if the cyclotron frequency exceeds the oscillating frequency. This
phenomenon has been observed. A loop antenna creates a dipole field which is frozen into the plasma for a half
cycle and becomes the background field for the wave launched by the next half cycle. The field topology consists of
field-reversed dipoles of decreasing strength with distance. The propagation region depends on field amplitude but
not on the skin depth.
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Conference Presentations

We have presented our work at the IPELS 2007 conference in Palm Cove, Australia (Aug. 2007; invited talk); at
the APS Meeting in Philadelphia (Oct 2007; 3 posters), and the AGU Meeting in San Francisco (Dec 2007; 3 posters).

Website

Our work is explained on an updated Research Website.

http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v96/p095004/1-4
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v99/p265005
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0741-3335/49/5A/S02
http://www.iop.org/EJ/abstract/0741-3335/50/5A/S02
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/15/042307/1
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/15/042308/1
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/15/042309/1
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/15/062109/1
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/15/062110/1
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs_all.jsp?isnumber=4598908&arnumber=4559367&count=238&index=155
http://link.aps.org/abstract/PRL/v101/p135002
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/16/022102/1
http://link.aip.org/link/?PHPAEN/16/022103/1
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/plasma-exp/research/index.html
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Outreach

Our outreach efforts are described on an Outreach Website. Some of the activities are shown in a Movie of physics
demonstrations.

Recognitions

Our research findings appeared spontaneously on the Front cover of a Physical Review Letter.

Funding Situation

Our funding was woefully inadequate. Our proposal, submitted to the NSF/DOE Partnership Program, was shifted
to DOE and cut from 200k to 140k. After subtracting the overhead this leaves 60k in salaries which is clearly not
enough to support even a small team of one PI, one researcher and one student. All requests for supplemental funding
were denied. We hope our renewal proposal will be funded properly to continue this productive research program.

http://www.physics.ucla.edu/plasma-exp/outreach/CLC-CCM-March07/index.html
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/plasma-exp/outreach/CLC-CCM-March07/Demo07-1.html
http://www.physics.ucla.edu/plasma-exp/research/prl99.html
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